Not All Wars Are Equally Bad

We Fight Catholic Bashing All The Time

The Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights is the nation’s largest Catholic civil rights organization. The league defends individual Catholics and the institutional Church from defamation and discrimination.

We have won the support of the Catholic hierarchy precisely because we are strongly supportive of the Church’s mission. But we are nonetheless a lay Catholic organization, financed exclusively by our members. Our style, which is to be responsibly aggressive, has led to a surge in membership from 27,000 to over 350,000 in the past three years.

It is because Catholic bashing has become in vogue in the 1990s that the Catholic League is called upon with increasing frequency to defend not only individual Catholics, but the Catholic Church itself. Things are said about the Catholic Church — in the media, in the colleges and universities, on the job, and in the halls of government — that would never be said about other institutions in our society. That’s why we have to fight back.

For just $30, you can join the Catholic League. All members receive our monthly journal, Catalyst, a timely and informative publication that tracks anti-Catholicism and reports on the league’s response to it. By joining, you will become part of the fastest growing and most influential lay Catholic organization in the nation.

For more information, write The Catholic League, Dr. William Donohue, President, 1011 First Avenue, New York, New York 10022 or call (212) 371-3191.
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